
 

Welcome to 

 Literacy week is a fabulous way to finish the month of January! We started the week off 

with Ms. Bracko doing a special reading of  “If You Give A Dog a Donut” by Laura Numeroff. 

The students were so excited when we surprised them at the end of the story with donuts for 

the whole school! Students also had fun participating in ‘Read 

Around the School’. This gave students several opportunities to go 

to different areas of the school and read independently for 15 

minutes. Special and fun reading spots were set up just for the oc-

casion. Students created their favourite ‘book spines’ 

to display on our library and front entry bulletin 

boards. Stop by and have a look on our ‘shelves’ to 

see if your favourite book is there! On Thursday,    

students were treated to hot chocolate, thanks to our 

parent council and Stewart Bowen Contracting, who 

donated the hot chocolate, as well as $50 in Coles                                                                          

Gift Cards and 2 book bags as prizes to wrap up our week.  Believe it or 

not—these are only some of the activities we did!     

Have a great month! 

Mrs. Janice Barrett, Vice Principal 
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Pre-School  

The Doctor is in! Miss Briggs’ pre-

school class practiced their language 

skills by helping all the sick stuffies in 

their room.  

Mrs. Radench’s class was practicing asking and 

answering questions! They were so excited to see 

what their classmate brought to school that started 

with the letter “O”. 



E.C.S 

1H 
1H has been practicing writing their numbers from 1 to 100. 

Students are trying to write all their numbers in order with 

no reversals!  

Kindergarten has being doing centers. 

Hunting for words in sand, building 

alphabet puzzles, building letters,    

listening to stories and even playing 

veterinarian! Students were so         

engaged and excited with their tasks! 



1N 

2A        
2A has been working on the concepts of ‘yesterday was’, 

‘today is’ and ‘tomorrow will be’. This was a very difficult 

concept for many of the students. Each student built a      

colourful spinner to help guide them through their work. The 

days of the week were also their spelling words this week. 

Mrs. Noskey’s grade ones have been working on their sight 

words and their printing skills. Students were proud to show 

me all the writing they could do.  



2M 

3D 

Mr. Mayea’s grade two students have been working on       

measurement. They practiced measuring the distance a little   

paper ball travelled after flicking it. They measured first using a 

straw, then a popsicle stick and finally a cube.  

Ms. Deditch and her grade threes have some new classmates—mealworms! The students will 

have a chance to watch them undergo a complete metamorphosis. The students have also been 

working on science research.  



3L 

4S 

Ms. Lowen’s grade three class has been practicing giving 

and receiving good directions. One student stands behind 

the another and has to give instructions on what to draw, 

where to draw it and what colour it should be.  

The grade four’s in Miss Standish’s 

class have been working on good 

writing. They are writing about their 

favourite activities and including 

supporting details.  



4/5M 

5D 

Students in 5D have started 

working on their basketball 

skills in gym class. They were 

having lots of fun running and 

dribbling basketballs all over 

the gym.  

Mr. McCracken’s class finished their graphing unit with a big 

project. First, they came up with questions, surveyed different 

classes around the school to collect their data and then made 

their bar graphs.  



6K 

7P 

Mr. Kijek’s class have 

been able to walk to the 

Coke Centre to practice 

their skating skills. What 

a great opportunity for 

our students to use this 

neighborhood facility.  

In Science 7, students are learning about exothermic 

and endothermic reactions and conservation of 

mass.  They are also learning that some chemical 

reactions don't smell very good!   



Grade 8 

The grade eight’s have just finished up their dance unit, 

where they created amazing routines. Miss Anthony and 

Mr. Webb were so proud of the whole group! The eights 

are now focusing on basketball skills and games. The  

students were running, smiling and playing fast while I 

was trying to snap pictures of them. 



ISC-J 

ISC-B 

Miss Beaudoin’s class has been finding fun 

new books to read, as well as working on 

reading independently. 

Ms. Johnston's class was able 

to practice their math skills 

and have some fun playing 

different math games this 

month.  
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Chess Club 

The grade 4, 5 and 6 Chess Club started in January. 

Mr. Mayea was very happy with the number of      

students who came out to learn and play. Students are 

meeting each Wednesday at lunch time to learn the 

game and develop their skills.  



Curling Club 

Field Trip 

The grade 7 and 8 classes went on a field trip last 

week to the College Theatre to see Olympian and   

Indigenous speaker Waneek Horn-Miller. She was an 

excellent inspirational speaker and our students were 

so fortunate to have the opportunity to listen to her. 
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Cheques this year will need to be made out 
to Trisha Duby. 

PATHS IN OUR SCHOOL 

    Problem Solving 

 

Solving problems is hard for children. 

Solving problems as a group is a skill 

that our students work on during PATHS time.  We 

learn to identify the problem and write it down. We talk 

about how we feel about the problem. Then, we brain-

storm as many solutions to the problem as we can.  We 

act out the best choices to see how they might work. 

Next, we choose the best solution and all agree to try it 

for a few days. We agree to come back and see if we 

have solved the problem or if it is still happening. If we 

still have a problem, we try these steps again. We keep 

trying to solve problems as a group, because we care 

about each other and work together to be a successful 

school! You can try this way to solve family problems 

too. Together is better! 


